








































































































consider a communications
system with a 3 symbol alphabet
90,1123

Want to know the probabilities
that it the receiver gets
a j for 5 91,2 then the

source sent I for 5 01,2
Let D Li i is font j

is received for 5943
and 5 9427

The event that i is sent

is Cho CiD C D
The event that j is received

is 0,5 48712,877
To make things more
concrete consider the

Bayes’ Theorem/TPL Example










































































































particular events
A Co07,917,19273 Tent
B 907,405,407 0

received
the receiver wants to
Know PLA B
write as PLos or

9
oreccevedO sent

It can be very difficult
to model Cortana this

prob in practice Instead
use Bayes Theorem

Plosion Portaged
Plor os can be

learned using channel
mode long

For each poor i j
estimate










































































































it Pljulis
Plos can be leaned
using source

modeling
Estimate Pli s for
i 0,42

Plo r

Use the JPL

1 II
sent E 0,42

ploslo 7 pygjgffk.jp lorksPEd

Note that
Plosion has been written in

terms that can be estimated
using source or channelmodeling

AiAzA form a partition of
S so the TPL can be used












































































































Petn Events A and B are

statisticallyidpendent if
PLANB PLASPLB

In general PLANB PLA PCB

so do not use this equality
unless it is given in the

prob statement that A B
ane ind or you have shown

that PLANB PLAPIB

Note that if A B ane ind
then PLA B PLAYA PHILLY

PCAS PBO
similarly PLAN PCB
if A B are and and

PLATO
conversely if Plato and PCB 0

and if

Independent Events
 










































































































PIA B PLA and PLBIA PIB
then A and B are and

You cannot use

this to show
independence if PLA 0
or P B O

You do not need to know the
following definition The point
of it is just to show you

how difficult I 25 to show

that or events are independent
unless u is quite small
Defn Events A a An are

independent if for every k 2 oh
and every 1 Ej jken

PCI A II PLA
so for any sub collection
of any number k of

the n events this equality
must hold for Ay An to be ind




















 Consider a random experiment
So Fo Po

with one particular event
A of interest If we

assume that n independent trials
the experiment are men

and we know p Poli what
is the prob that A
occurs k fives in
the n trials

Ex A binary source

generates an independent
sequence of n bits What
is the prob that k
of the bits are O

Bernoulli Trials—Combinatorics


